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During the course of an investigation of the equilibrium relationships

of FegO+, Fe2O3, and oxygen we had occasion to use some of the very

pure magnetite from the Lovers' Pit at Mineville, N.Y. This material

o...r.. as granular magnetite and faceted crystals. It is remarkable for

the size of the masses with uniform orientation, and for the perfection of

a system of intersecting planes parallel to the octahedral directions of the

magnetite, along which it separates when broken. The faces of the

crystals are marked by striae where these separation planes outcrop. A

close inspection shows that there are other separation planes and striae

in addition to the octahedral ones'
Following cathreinl and Miigge2 such separations, parallel to the

octahedron, in magnetite, are usually attributed to polysynthetic spinel

twinning, the planes along which the separation takes place being then

composition planes or planes common to two individuals, and therefore

parting planes. Ilowever, Kemp3 in describing magnetite crystals from

this locality expressed a doubt that the separation planes in them were

due to polysynthetic twinning. He said: "The beds that contain them

have been subjected to great dynamic movements and these partings are

very probably due to pressure-which has developed the fine pseudo-

clea.rage planes in the massive mineral. If it were allowable to conceive

of a chief partinga along 0, and ararer one along oo0, occasioned by such

pressure, without any accompanying twinning, I should think it more

iik.ly to be the true cause of the phenomena." Professor Kemp's drawing

of one of these crystals showing the striae on its faces gives an excellent

idea of their appearance. This drawing will be familiar to most readers

for it has been reproduced in Dana's System and in the Textbook to il-

lustrate notes on polysynthetic twinning.

A preliminary examination of our Mineville material disclosed no

sign of twinning so we obtained some other specimens together with a

nrrrnber of magnetites from other localities and studied thems (see Table

1). These specimens included a number of good crystals showing stria-

tions on thlir faces, and a number of pieces showing well developed

planes, often with striations on them.

1 Cathrein, A., Zeit.f . Kryst ,vol.12,pp.47-49' 1886'
2 Miigge, O., Neues f ahrbrchf . Min.,vol.l,pp-244-246, 1889'
3 Kemp, J.F., Am. f our. Sci ' ,  vol.40, pp. 63-64' 1890'
a The ierm,,parting,'is evidently not used here in the same sense in which it is used in

the first sentence of this paragraph.
b We are indebted to Drs. Witiia- n. Foshag and E. P. Henderson for their kindness in

supplying these specimens from the collections of the u. s. National Museum.
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Tesra 1. Lrsr or,Macxrrrrns Ex,urrxnn

The numbers are the u. s. National Museum numbers of the specimens. Al1 were ex-
amined in polished section after partial oxidation, (g) indicates that an examination was
made with the goniometer. The form symbols indicate separation planes in the cases in
which they were found. Transparent filling rvas found in some of the separation pianes in
each specimen that showed these planes.

Mineville, N.Y. crystals and fragments. Several samples including 4772s and. 41g30. (g),
( 111 ) ,  ( 110 ) ,  ( 831 ) .

Pt .  Henry,  N.Y.  79343. Fragments.  (g) ,  (111),  (110),  (100).

Magnet cove, Ark.83701. No sign of separation planes. partial oxidation results in ex-
, tremely minute hematite lamellae distributed through the material.

Several of these crystals and a number of fragments were examined
on the goniometer. No signals from faces in the twinned Dosition were
obtainable from any of the striations on crystal faces. The fragments
likewise, with one exception, gave no indication of twinning. rn the
single exception, the planes giving signals belonged to two individuals
with the angular relationship of spinel twins.

An examination of each of these magnetites was also made by partially
oxidizing the material, then examining polished sections under the
microscope. The hematite that is formed when the magnetite is heated
in air at an appropriate temperature is usually. arranged in thin lamellae
lying parallel to the octahedral planes of the magnetite. The sizes of the
lamellae vary greatly from one specimen to another. From the angles
between the outcrops of the lamellae on the polished surface it is a sim-
ple matter to determine the orientation of the magnetitez (see Figs. 1, 2,
and 3). since, in most cases, when small pieces of magnetite are partially
oxidized in this way, the hematite lamellae are not confined to a narrow

6 Magnetite from French creek, chester co., pa , u. s. Nat. Museum No. 4g534 is
exceptional. The hematite formed when the material is heated in air at 1000o shows scarce-
ly any tendency to the usual arrangement.

7 Am. f  our.  Sca' . ,  vol .  30,  p.  311,  1935.
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zone surrounding the specimen, but also appear scattered throughout

the interior, partial oxidization usually provides us with a means of de-

termining the orientation of the magnetite in any desired part of the

polished surface.

Frc. 1. Polished section of a fragrnent of magnetite from Pt' Henry, N'Y', U' S' Nat'

Museum No. 79343. X375. Partially oxidized by being heated in air at 950"-1000". The

bright portions are hematite, the ground is magnetite. The parallel continuous lines of

hematile running NE-SW mark separation planes parallel to one octahedral plane. The

surface of the fragment that was exposed to the air during oxidation is shown on both sides

in the upper pari of the photograph. Note that the short larnellaeofhematitearedistrib-

uted throughout, as is also the case in the other two figures.

In contrast to these short, widely distributed lamellae the separation

planes in the partially oxidized magnetites are represented by fairly

iontinuous sheets of hematite (see Figs. 1,2, and 3). A thin sheet of

hematite usually develops along these planes before much appears in the

main body of the magnetite, and from it short lamellae extend into the

magnetite on each side, and thus show its orientation. In no case did we
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Frc. 2. Polished section of magnetite from the Nigger Hill Mine, u. s. Nat. Museum
No. 11603, partially oxidized in air at 950"-1000'. x 740. The bright portions are hematite,
the ground is magnetite. The continuous narrow line of hematite running NE-SW marks
an octahedral separation plane. The two parallel zones of more numerous short hematite
lamellae, crossing the middle of the photograph nearly horizontally, mark the outcroDs of
two separation planes or potential separation planes parallel to the dodecahedron.

find any change in the orientation of the magnetite along one of these
planes. There is always, of course, alayer converted to hematite, whose
orientation cannot be found, but by controlling the oxidation this layer
may usually be kept very thin. In the more favorable cases it was quite
evident that if there had been any layer of magnetite, with an orienta-
tion difierent from that of the main body, the width of its outcrop must
have been less than 0.001 mm. Yet in this work, as in the goniometric
work, no evidence of polysynthetic twinning was found.

It was stated above that one example of individuals with the angular
relationship of spinel twins was found with the goniometer. The piece
showing it was partially oxidized, sectioned, and examined with the
microscope. The polished surface showed two good-sized areas of uni-
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Frc. 3. Another polished surface of a partially oxidized fragment from the Nigger Flill

Mine. X740. One octahedral separation plane crosses the photograph running NE-SW.

Above it a curved fracture shows. In this as in the other photographs it can be seen that

the short lamellae of hematite produced by the oxidation provide a key to the orientation

of the magnetite, and permit one to place an upper limit to the width of the outcrop of any

possible twin lamella lying along a separation plane.

form orientation, and the angles of the outcrops of the hematite lamellae

on this surface showed again that the two individuals were related to

each other according to the spinel law. But, although each individual

showed also a number of separation planes, there was no indication of

polysynthetic twinning, and, since the surface separating the two in-

dividuals was not a plane, it was evident that this relationship was not

secondary.
Besides the octahedral separation planes, which in some specimens are

so closely spaced and brilliant as to appear like a perfect cleavage, sev-

eral other much poorer separation planes have been observed in these

magnetites. Kemp noted that planes parallel to the dodecahedron oc-

curred in the Mineville material, and we found that pieces from several

+ 1r,
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localities when mounted on the goniometer showed dodecahedral or cubic
separation planes or both.

It is evident that the separation planes are the result of some special
conditions to which these magnetites were subjected while still in the
earth'8 Their development is considered to be analogous to the develop-
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ment of jointing in rocks, but with the crystal structure of the magnetite

as well as the differentiai pressure exercising control' This conclusion is

obviously in harmony with Kemp's idea quoted above' It does not' of

course, deny the occurrence of polysynthetic twinning as a cause of part-

ing in some magnetites.
fuagnetite is described as a mineral without a distinct cleavage' and

our observations are in agreement with this description' We have ex-

amined a great number oipolished surfaces of synthetic magnetite' Al-

though the material spalls readily and the polished surface pits on stand-

ing *e saw no indication of cleavage' When the magnetites described

ab"orre, that show such a pronounced development of separation planes'

are crushed, much of the breaking is along these planes at first' but' as

crushing is continued, more and more conchoidal fractures develop, as

i f t hep lanesu r faceswere fo rmedon lywherep re -a r rangedo rp re -ex i s t -
ing. With other magnetites all surfaces formed by crushing appear con-

choidal or at most to have only steplike modifications of the conchoidal

surface' 
suuuenv

A number of magnetites showing separation planes were examined to

see whether or not they offered any support for the customary explana-

tion of this pseudo-cleavage, i.e', that it is parting along the composition

planes betwlen twins. Nolvidence of this could be found. Although the

oc tahed ra l sepa ra t i onp lanesa remuch themos tcommonandbes tde -
veloped,separat ionplaneswerealsofoundparal le l tosomefacesof three
other fo.ms, (831), 4110), and (100). The orientation of the first of these

makes twinning extremely improbable and the orientations of the other

two make it impossible u, u *,,,. of the separation planes. Silicate has

been deposited in openings along many of these planes' It is believed

that the separation planes in these magnetites were developed without

twinning by differential pressure, much as joints are produced in rocks'

but with the crystal structure as well as the difierential pressure exercis-

ing control.


